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A TOPOLOGICAL APPROACH TO THE MATCHING 
OF SINGLE FINGERPRINTS: DEVELOPMENT OF 

ALGORITHMS FOR USE ON LATENT FINGERMARKS 

Malcolm K. Sparrow and Penelope J. Sparrow 

ABSTRACT 

The research described in this paper follows that reported in a previous N.B.S. 
Special Publication (No. 500-124), in which topological coding schemes were devised for 
automated comparison of rolled ilHpressions. The contents of that publication are a pre
requisite for a proper understanding of this one. The development of topological coding 
schemes is here extended to cover the automated searching of fragmentary latent marks, 
such as would be found at the scene of a crime. 

The benefits to be derived from topological descriptions of fingerprints are a direct 
result of their immunity to change under ordinary plastic distortion. In the case of latent 
marks such spatial distortions tend to be exaggerated; hence the importance of applying 
topology-based systems to them. 

This paper describes a method of coding fingerprint patterns by a variety of'topo
logical coordinate schemes', with fingerprint comparison being performed on the basis of 
localized topological information which is extracted from the recorded coordinate sets. 
Such comparison is shown to offer a substantial improvement in performance over existing 
(spatial) techniques. 

Furthermore, a method for pictorial reconstruction of a complete fingerprint, from 
its coordinate representation, is demonstrated. 

Key words: Automated comparison; fingerprints; image-retrieval; latent-marks; minu
tiae; topology. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE CODING OF LATENT MARKS. 

1.1 Introduction. 

A previous paper] has desci ibed the development of algorithms for automated 
comparison of rolled fingerprint impressions through the use of ordered topological de
scriptions. The purpose of this paper is to extend the application of topological coding 
and comparison to cover the automated searching of 'latent' ( or 'scene-of-crime' ) marks 
against large fingerprint collections. It should be stated here that a proper understanding 
of this paper will only be gained when its predecessor has been read and absorbed; much 
material from that paper is referred to, and used, here (e.g. the methods of vector matching 
used in the algorithm MATCH4) without repetition of the relevant explanations. 

At the commencement of the work on rolled impressions it was stated that such 
work could be regarded as preparatory for tackling the problems of latent marks, and that 
it could be expected to provide general education as to the behavior of topological codes 
under conditions not much worse than 'ideal'. We should consider, therefore, which of the 
major lessons learnt we can expect to apply to any topological coding scheme for latent 
searching. In fact there are just two such major lessons worth recalling at this stage :-

Firstly: that the 'placing of lines' is a neat and efficient basis for the ordering of 
topological information provided, of course, that sufficient global information is available 
to determine the 'correct' placing. 

Secondly: that the greatest power of discrimination between mates and non-mates 
will be realized by algorithms that use a combination of topological and spatial information. 

1.2 Problems of interpretation and system design assumptions. 

It would also be prudent to remind ourselves of the special problems posed by 
latent marks. Some of those problems stem directly from the physical nature of the marks 
themselves - usually being chemically developed (and subsequently photographed) ver
sions of a perspiration deposit on some object that has been handled. These are :-

(a) that the image will usually lack the clarity of an inked impression. 

(b) spatial distortion wiJl be exaggerated and unpredictable as it will be dependent on 
the shape of the object handled and on the direction and magnitude of pressure 
exerted upon it. 
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(c) the surface of the object itself may well give an interference pattern superimposed 
(rather 'sub-imposed') on the ridge detail and which needs to be filtered out from 
it. 

(d) the fingerprint image may well be smudged if (as is usually the case) there was a 
degree of lateral movement at the moment the impression was left. 

The sample latent marks shown in figure 1 illustrate these problems very well. 

h ' ., , J 

._' . .. , I 

'. "r-i . 

Figure 1. Sample latent marks. (Approx. 5X) 

These problems sound as if they ought to be the very meat of some image en
hancement process. One could expect that two-dimensional Fourier transforms would be 
used to remove the effects of lateral movement and to utilize the periodicity of the ridge 
pattern in order to separate it from the background interference. 

Perhaps, at some time in the future, image-enhancement techniques may be so 
much improved as to render them capable of doing a reasonably good job of interpreting 
latent prints; for the time being, however, they are nowhere near effective enough for this 
application. Current research methods are, just now, bringing such processes close to 
the point where we can rely on them to make a fairly accurate interpretation of clearly 
inked rolled prints from a scanned image, and to automatically extract the positions of 
characteristics from that interpretation. However the degree of success with which even 
the most sophisticated systems can handle rolled impressions of poor quality is highly 
questionable - and nobody seriously expects machines to be able to read latent prints 
effectively without a great deal of human (interactive) assistance. (Some systems provide 
for technicians to make a tracing of the latent - the tracing then being read by automatic 
scanners. In this case the interpretative stage is completed in the process of making the 
tracing.) 
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Indeed the reading of latent marks requires the very highest level of interpretative 
filtering that the human brain can provide. The job of reading and searching latents is 
the most difficult task asked of the fingerprint expert and is, in many organizations, the 
preserve of only those technicians with the greatest amount of experience and expertise. 

It is currently the case, therefore, that when minutiae data representing latent 
marks are fed into an automated system (for searching against a large file collection) the 
data are already the outcome of a human (and usually manual) interpretative process. 
This 'state-of-affairs' is, in fact, perfectly reasonable. A latent mark is usually found by a 
painstaking and thorough search of the scene of a crime by highly trained personnel. It 
is then developed by a variety of means (the use of laser being the most publicized recent 
development) but always with great care - for the information content within the mark 
is both scant and fragile. One could expect a similar degree of care to be exercised in 
entering that information into an automated system lest any of it be lost. The whole of 
the information-gathering process is a 'once only' process, as opposed to the comparison 
against file-prints, which is a repetitive process. There is therefore very little to be gained, 
and much that could be lost, by automating the latent entry process. 

For these reasons the fact of manual human encoding of latent marks is an un
derlying assumption of this project. Consequently we should endeavor to ensure that any 
method devised for coding a li1tent mark by topological means can be carried out man
ually by a human technician both easily and quickly, and without requiring any detailed 
mathematical knowledge. This requirement is met by all the coding schemes described 
hereafter. 

Quite a different assumption pertains to file collections - namely, that automatic 
file conversion (by scanners linked to processors) is a prerequisite for establishing ma
jor computerized systems. The data requirements for topological coding schemes for the 
file-prints are therefore limited to those which demand little or no advance on existing 
automatic-reading techniques. 

1.3 Referencing and incompleteness problems. 

Once the latent has been traced, or otherwise interpreted, to the best of the tech
nician's ability some special problems remain which make significant demands on any 
searching algorithm ;-

(a) It may not be possible to determine the 'pattern type' classification of the finger 
which made the mark. 

(b) 'Referencing' or 'registration' of the mark to some standard orientation may not be 
possible as referencing features (such as cores/deltas/creases) may not be visible. 

(c) Ordering of information wit!: in a latent mark according to any standardized global 
scheme will not be possible. Frequently one cannot tell precisely from which part of 
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the finger the latent comes, nor can one always accurately determine its orientation. 

It is clear that problems (b) and (c) above render the topological schemes used on 
rolled impressions (in which, for example, a line was placed through the core of loops and 
whorls running parallel to the crease2 ) wholly inappropriate and that either an unordered 
or a locally ordered information system is required as a basis for topological comparisons 
involving latent marks. 

1.4 Early approaches and their drawbacks. 

The development of systems for use on latent marks started with two simple ideas 
for methods of coding prints that are based on two different 'line-placement' rules. Neither 
of them are really satisfactory as self-contained schemes (as will be explained), but they 
were both important stages in the evolution of the eminently satisfactory solution to be 
described in chapter 3. It was the bridge built between these two ideas that pointed the 
way firmly towards development of a 'topological coordinate system'. The two foundation 
ideas are described here in turn. 

1.4.1 Local characteristic codes. 

A fingerprint can be coded topologically by recording an unordered selection of 
local topological codes. Each topological code would be a vector generated by systematic 
exploration from short straight lines drawn through a characteristic, and orthogonal to the 
local ridge flow direction. Searching a latent mark against a collection so coded would then 
be by extraction, from the latent, of a similar vector (or vectors), followed by vector com
parison of the kind well established in the previous paper. 3 Suppose we used bifurcations 
alone as bases for local vector extraction - and derived eleven digit codes by allowing 
the line to span two ridges either side of the selected bifurcation. Such an information 
gathering process could be represented pictorially as in figure 2. 

There are a number of adaptations to this basic idea which would help to make it 
compatible with those vector comparison algorithms already developed. They are :-

(a) that lines placed should be imagined to be offset by an infinitesimally small dis
tance, so they pass right by the bifurcation rather than through it. The reason for 
this is that it gives an even number of topological exploration paths (rather than 
an odd number) yielding an even number of digital codes. 

(b) that the order of topological exploration shall be changed to the convention work 
outwards from the core, and always look left before you look right. * 

* The core itself may not be visible. There are, however, very very few latent marks 
where the ridge curvature does not give away a very rough location for the core (or, in 
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Figure 2. Local bifurcation-based vector coding (schematic). 

( c) that each topological event code shall have a distance measure associated with it. 

Such an updated version of local bifurcation coding would provide digital ar
rays compatible with the array comparison techniques incorporated into the algorithm 
MATCH4.4 The new order for the ridge exploration event codes would be as shown in 
figure 3. Note the slightly offset line, and the fact that the 5th exploration runs immedi
ately (i.e. at zero distance) into the central bifurcation where it would give digital code 7 
(for 'bifurcation ahead '). 

If the bifurcation had faced in the opposite direction then we would choose to offset 
the line to the right, as before, rather than to the left. We thus add a further convention 
regarding the placing of characteristic-centered lines, namely that lines based on minutiae 

the case of an arch, an idea of the print orientation). To order these vectors correctly in 
the absence of a visible core one needs only to be able to determine which is the inside 
of the mark and which is the outside. On those few occasions when this is not possible a 
double-entry facility would be needed to cover both possible interpretations. 
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Figure 3. 'Offsetting' of generating lines. 

should be marginally offset in a clockwise direction (clockwise with respect to the assumed 
position of the core) for the purpose of ordering topological information, but by a negligible 
physical distance so as to make the distance from the characteristic to its line effectively 
zero. 

Furthermore, in the light of previous experience with topological code vectors, the 
following generalizations ought to be made to this scheme :-

(a) All true characteristics should have their topological neighborhoods coded, rather 
than bifurcations alone. The inclusion of ridge-endings is essential in view of the 
increased frequency of bifurcation/ridge-ending mutations observed when dealing 
with latent marks whose interpretation is so difficult. 

(b) Vectors should not be limited in length by the span of the generating line being 
set at just two ridges: rather the span should be a parameter of any comparison 
algorithm. [We already know that discrimination on rolled prints between mates 
and non-mates improves substantially with vector length up to size 30 x 2 (i.e. 15 
ridge intersection points). 5 The assumption that vector comparison algorithms 
would be implemented on array processors removes any concern that there might 
be over increases in processing time that could result from the use of longer vectors.] 

The principal drawback of this coding scheme is its data storage requirement. Having 
accepted the desirability of using longer vectors, let us suppose a standard span of 10 ridges 
was chosen: there are then 20 ridge intersection points (ten each side of the characteristic) 
yielding 40 topological event codes, and forty associated hexadecimal distance measures. 
The storage requirement for file collection prints is therefore 40 bytes per characteristic, 
which is quite unreasonable. It is particularly unreasonable when account is taken of the 
very high degree of redundancy that there would be in such a set of data. The relationship 
of one characteristic to a near neighbor would be recorded many times over. 

Shortening the vectors stored (by reducing the parameter SPAN) would certainly 
reduce the data storage requirement but would be expected to worsen performance. Facing 
such trade-offs between data storage requirements and performance is a situation that we 
can, and should, avoid. 
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1.4.2 Series of radial lines. 

The second fundamental approach to file-print coding for latent searches is a simple 
extension of the line-based coding system used in the scheme for rolled impressions. 6 One 
single line superimposed on the rolled print was used to generate 82-digit vectors, and the 
lines were placed (except in the case of arches) by ref~rence to the central core. Topological 
information was thereby recorded mainly from those parts of the print close to that line, 
and not from the entire print. 

It is essential, in any latent scheme, that information from every part of each 
fileprint be recorded in order that information from a latent mark will have some repre
sentation in the matching file-print data irrespective of which part of the finger made the 
latent impression. 

If a whole series of lines were drawn radially from the core, as shown in figure 4, 
and vectors derived from each of them, then topological information would be recorded 
from all over the print. In figure 4 the spacing of the lines has been set at 30°. Given 
a latent mark one could then draw a line centrally across it at such orientation as was 
deemed most likely to pass through the core (assuming the core is not visible). Then one 
topological event code vector can be generated from that line according to established 
conventions (i.e. working outwards, and looking left before right). 

Provided the radial lines on the matching file-print were sufficiently close together 
one could expect some portion of one of those file vectors to be very similar to some portion 
of the latent vector. The degree of similarity would depend, to a certain extent, on how 
lucky one was in choosing the position for the line on the latent. If it corresponded within, 
say, 5° of the position of one of the radial lines on the mate file-print then a very good vector 
comparison score would result. If the latent line fell half way between the corresponding 
positions of two of the file-print radial lines, and in an area of high characteristic density, 
then vector comparison scores would be very poor. 

Use of a greater number of radial lines (e.g. with 10° spacing) would raise latent 
mate scores but would, once again, increase data requirements for file-prints to unaccept
able levels. Moreover, use of line-placement, on a latent, that is not tied either to a core or 
to any visible characteristic effectively rules out the use of distance measures as a means 
of enhancing the performance of topological vector comparison (except, perhaps, careful 
use of summed and differential distance tests. These tests measure distance between two 
characteristics not directly associated with the line placement.7 ) 

1.5 Ultimate objectives for file collection data storage. 

The two methods described above appear cumbersome; there is neither speed nor 
reliability to be obtained through their use. No substantial experiments were conducted 
on either of them as the data requirements (and therefore the time taken in a manual 
encoding process) were prohibitive - especially if any attempt was to be made to obtain 
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Figure 4. Radial line coding scheme. 

the maximum reliability. Consideration of their use did, however, help to formulate an 
objective for the design of a workable topology-based latent scheme, namely that we should 
find :-

a method for recording a complete topological description of a print (so that the 
topology of any part of it can be inferred) subject to the constraint that each characteristic 
be recorded once, and once only. 

1.6 Sweeping-line systems. 

The key to attaining the objective stated above lay in the realization that charac
teristics could be seen as small changes in the otherwise laminar flow of the ridge pattern. 
That realization leads onto the idea that the whole topology 0/ a print is merely the sum
mation of a series of small changes in an otherwise smooth ridge flow pattern. 

For the sake of a more practical understanding of this statement suppose that a. 
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Figure 5. 'Sweeping line' system. 

topological code vector had been generated by a line placed in some particular position on 
a print. Now suppose that the line was displaced by a small translation in the direction of 
the ridge flow so that it now passed the other side of one characteristic (in other words -
the line passed over one characteristic), and a new code vector generated to represent the 
new line position. (See figure 5). How would the two vectors differ? Certainly they would 
be very similar, and the differences (which would all be local to the characteristic passed 
over) could all be deduced from certain knowledge about that one characteristic. In order 
to detail those changes you would need to know:-

(a) what type of characteristic was it, and which way was it facing? 

(b) which ridge, or ridges, was it on? 

(c) what can we now see (looking right along ridges) that we could not see before 
by virtue of the presence of that characteristic? (i.e. we now have new ridges to 
explore - two new ones in the case shown in figure 5.) 

A set of rules can be built which would detail all the vector changes that are caused 
by each particular type of characteristic when they are passed over by a sweeping line. 

In figure 5 the new (displaced) line vector can be seen as the original line vector 
'plus' the changes caused by passing over that characteristic. Further displacement of the 
line (i.e. a continued sweep) will add further changes to the vector as other characteristics 
are reached and passed over. This is a very general introduction to the basis of what could 
be called 'sweeping line systems'. 

1.7 Radial scanning. 

The 'radial scanning' scheme is one particular case from the broader class of sweep-
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ing line systems. It provides a method for recording the whole topology of any sector of a 
fingerprint. It has two principal determining features:-

(1) that a central observation point on. the fingerprint is selected. 

(2) that the sweeping line used is a straight one, and it scans radially as if it were 
pivoted from the observation point. 

Figure 6. Sample sector for radial scanning. 

The similarity of such an idea with the appearance of a radar screen is quite 
obvious, and may w~lI be a helpful aid to understanding the application. To demonstrate 
the use of radial scanning let us consider the 180C sector of the fingerprint shown in figure 
6. (In effect this means the half of the print above the horizontal line; that part of the 
print should be regarded, however, as a sector enclosed by two radial lines.) The topology 
of the whole sector can be described by recording the following information: 

(a) two boundary vectors: these are the topological code vectors generated from the 
boundary radial lines. 

(b) a complete listing of all of the characteristics, together with any other irregulariti~s 
in the otherwise laminar flow, that occur within the sector. Each irregularity 
must be listed in a manner which shows the nature of the irregularity, the order 
of their appearance, and on which ridge each one occurs. It is important that 
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all irregularities (i.e. not just those that are genuine characteristics) should be 
recorded; these will include ridges coming into sight, going out of sight, recurving 
etc. 

The form of data contained in the boundary vectors can be assumed (for the 
purpose of this section) to be our standard format for line-generated vectors with their 
associated distance measures. 8 The listing of flow irregularities, however, is quite new -
and takes the form of a coordinate set. The coordinates for each irregularity consist of 

(i) a hexadecimal digital code (T) representing the type of the irregularity. 

(ii) the angular coordinate (0) of the irregularity. This is sufficient to specify the order 
in which they are passed over by the sweeping radial line. We will use angular 
measures that increase clockwise, with 0° being coincident with the left boundary 
line. Thus 0 will range from 0° to 180°, in the case of figure 6. 

(iii) the ridge-count (R) between the irregularity and the central observation point. 
This is sufficient to specify on which ridge it occurs. 

A most valuable observation can now be made, namely that 

a list of coordinate sets of the form (T, 0, R) specifies the topology of a sector 
uniquely. 

That statement could be presented as a theorem, requlflng proof - but it is 
hardly necessary. The best proof of the assertion that the whole ridge structure can be 
reconstructed unambiguously from such a set of data, is to describe the method for doing 
just that. In chapter 3 appears a detailed explanation of the mechanism for topological 
reconstruction from such a topological coordinate set. Such detailed description is not 
included here as the purpose of this chapter is purely to recount the evolution of ideas 
which led to development of topological coordinate systems. 

In order to show just how closely related this coordinate system is to the two 
foundation ideas described earlier (para 1.4) let us adapt figure 4 slightly. Figure 7 shows 
the same print with a radial line drawn marginally offset from every visible ridge flow 
irregularity. The lines span the whole visible ridge structure (rather than being limited to 
just a few ridges), and their spacing is determined by the angular position of the irregularity 
(rather than by a fixed, regular interval). A set of coordinates of the form (T, 0, R) can then 
be s'-en as the most economical method of recording the sequence of changes in topological 
code vectors that occur between one radial line and the next. The diagram (figure 7) bears 
an interesting resemblance both to figure 2, and also to figure 4, and could be taken to be 
a hybrid of the two. 
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Figure 7. Charaderistic-based radial lines. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EARLY LATENT SEARCHING ALGORITHMS. 

There are two different ways of describing a chicken. The first is to describe an 
egg in detail and then to trace all the changes that take place as it develops into a chicken. 
The second is to describe the fully grown chicken in detail and, perhaps, make a few brief 
comments about the egg just to put things in context. 

In describing latent matching algorithms we shall follow the second of these two 
paths. Chapter 3 is the detailed account of the fully-fledged solution, and these next 
few paragraphs are intended merely as an overview of the early stages of development. 
Consequently the intricacies of these algorithms are not explained here, and there may be 
nagging questions in the mind of the reader as to some of the finer points of topological 
reconstruction. All those questions will be answered in due course. 

2.1 Latent entry by vectors. 

All of the algorithms to be mentioned in this chapter have certain basic features 
in common. They are: -

(a) That the entry of data from the latent mark is by way of characteristic-centered 
vectors which are manually encoded from a traced image of the latent. 

(b) That file-print data is entered and stored in the form outlined in paragraph 1.6 
(i.e. by two boundary vectors plus topological coordinates (T, 0, R) for all inter
ven ing characteristics and other ridge flow irregularities). 

In order to perform a comparison each algorithm first topologically reconstructs the 
file-print from its coordinate set, and then automatically extracts characteristic-centered 
topological code vectors from its reconstruction. Vectors centered on all 'suitable looking' 
characteristics (i.e. characteristics of the right type that lie within an area of the print 
which is specified at the time of latent data entry) are then compared with the latent 
vector and a score is obtained in each case. The highest score obtained by an extracted 
file-print vector is taken as the score for that file-print. It is assumed to be the score from 
the characteristic (on the file-print) whose topological neighborhood most closely resembles 
that of the characteristic on the latent mark upon which the latent vector's generating line 
was centered. 

The vector comparison itself is practically identical to that used on rolled impres
sions (i.e. as per the algorithm MATCH4).9 
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2.2 Details of the latent enquiry. 

Figure 8 shows the tracing of a latent mark (at 7x magnifk(ll';~!') with a generating 
line placed on it. The placing of the line requires some subjective judgement on the part 
of the operator. Firstly a characteristic should be chosen which is fairly central on the 
mark. Secondly a line should then be drawn across the ridge flow, oriented so that it 
points at the assumed position of the core (or actually through the core if it is visible on 
the mark), and spanning as many ridges as are considered useful in gathering information 
from the latent. The line is to be marginally offset from the central characteristic, as 
discussed in para 1.4.1. The topological code vector generated by this line is entered 
as the latent enquiry vector, complete with its associated distance measures (which are 
manually measured by the operator.) 

Figure 8. Seleded line placement on latent mark. 

Also certain information about the selected central characteristic (hereafter re
ferred to as the central feature) is entered as part of the latent enquiry. Its type code is 
required, as are angular and ridge count bounds within which it is deemed to lie with 
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respect to the assumed core position. (These bounds are solely for the purpose of limiting 
the number of vector comparisons to be performed. If they cannot reasonably be specified 
then they are 'defaulted' so that the whole file-print sector is searched for suitable match
ing characteristics.) A complete latent enquiry is shown at appendix A, where the data 
for the latent shown in figure 8 appears on a form prepared for the purpose. 

2.3 Details of the file-print coding. 

The sector chosen for early experiments was a 180° sector that covered the upper 
half of each file-print. (This is the part of the finger that most often appears on latent 
marks.) Limiting the data recorded to a 180° sector was for convenience alone, due to the 
time consuming nature of the manual coding operation. 

The observation point was selected to be adjacent to the core in the case of loops 
and whorls, and at the base of the upcurve (the point at which a 'summit line' can begin 
to be seen) on arches. Figure 6 shows a typical position for the observation point and 
boundary lines on a print witl <l central core, and Figure 9 shows a suitable placing for 
th~se when used on a plain arch. Notice that the observation point is always placed in 
a valley rather than on a ridge: this is so as to give unambiguous ridge counts in every 
direction. 

All of the irregularities in the sector between (in this case above) the boundary 
lines are then recorded by sets of topological coordinates of the form (T, (J, R). The type of 
irregularity is shown by a single hexadecimal digit - and the allocation of digits is closely 
related to the allocation already in use for ridge-exploration events (see appendix B). The 
list of possible irregularities, with their hexadecimal codes is given here. The descriptions 
can best be understood clearly if you think of these irregularities as being passed over by 
a pivoted radial line which is sweeping in a clockwise direction. 

Code 0 - ridge runs out of sight. 
Code 1 - ridge comes into sight. 
Code 2 - bifurcation facing counterclockwise. 
Code 3 - ridge ending. 
Code 4 - ridbe recurves with the effect of losing two ridges. 
Code 5 - ridge recurves with the effect of gaining two ridges. 
Code 6 - facing ridge ending (i.e, facing in the opposite direction to a '3'.) 
Code 7 - bifurcation ahead (i.e. a '2' reversed). 
Code A - ridge runs into scarred tissue. 
Code B - ridge runs into an unclear area. 
Code C - compound characteristic (2 ridges in, and 2 ridges out). 
Code D - ridge emerges from scarred tissue (' A' reversed). 
Code E - ridge emerges from unclear area. ('B' reversed). 

Figure 10 shows a completely artificial fingerprint pattern which just happens to 
have one of each type of irregularity shown on it, spaced at 25° intervals. Radial lines are 
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Figure 9. Boundary lines and observation point 
on a plain arch. 

used to identify each of the irregularities with its hexadecimal code. It gives an adequate 
illustration of each different type. 

On the print shown in figure 6 there were a total of 77 such irregularities between 
the boundary lines. The complete data representation of that file-print is shown in ap
pendix C - there you will notice the inclusion of some numbers referred to as distance 
conversion measures. These give an approximate ridge spacing wavelength at four sam
ple orientations (0°,60°,120°,180°) which enable the comparison algorithms to convert 
angular information into an estimate of ridge-traced distances for the purposes of vector 
comparison. You may also observe, in appendix C, that the boundary vectors are one-sided 
(as opposed to the more normal double-sided form). Tilis is because it is only necessary 
to provide the reconstruction algorithm with the parts of the boundary vectors that repre
sent information from outside the coordinate sector. The algorithms are quite capable of 
working out for themselves what happens when ridges are traced into the sector - as this 
can be deduced from the coordinate information. [The reference in appendix C to units of 
0.5cms is in the context of tracings done at lOx enlargement.] 
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Figure 10. Irregularity types, and their codes. 

2.4 The algorithm "LATENT-MATCHER I" (or "LMI"). 

The first algorithm tested was an interactive one, in the sense that one vector 
enquiry was entered at a time and immediately searched against a prepared file collection 
database. It enabled experiments to be done quickly and easily to find suitable values for 
the many program parameters and to give an idea of what sort of latent enquiry vectors 
worked, and which ones did not. 

Several valuable lessons were learnt from its use :-

(a) It rapidly became clear that entry of a single latent enquiry vector was a most 
unsatisfactory way of doing latent enquiries. Frequently the central feature upon 
which the vector was centered was spurious (i.e. it did not exist on the file-print, 
and had appeared on the latent tracing as a product of misinterpretation of the 
latent mark) and so no characteristic-centered vector even remotely similar could 
be extracted from the mate file-print data. It was found to be much more reliable 
to enter two or three latent vectors per latent mark, each centered on a different 
characteristic, and to combine their individual scores in formulating an overall 
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score for the latent mark's comparison with each file-print. 

(b) Inferred distance measures (see para 2.3) were unreliable, and demanded that 
distance tolerances in the vector comparison stages be set much wider than was 
desirable. Their use helped very little in aiding discrimination between mates and 
non-mates. 

(c) A 1800 span for the file-prints (i.e. coding the upper half only) was inadequate. 
There were several cases where the information available from the latent fell largely 
outside that sector, and the latent could not be identified by the fragment of 
information that lay within the sector. (Nevertheless, in the vast majority of 
latent marks all, or most, of the useful information lay within the sector, and 
usually towards the tip of the finger.) 

2.5 Improved latent-matching algorithms.( "LM2" , "LM3" and "LM4") 

In the light of these difficulties the following alterations were made to the algorithm 
1Ml. 

(a) To cover those cases where the latent mark was comparatively low on the finger, 
it was made permissible to enter an approximated boundary vector, rather than a 
characteristic-centered vector, as a latent enquiry vector. An approximated bound
ary vector was generated from a line placed at what appeared to be a horizontal 
orientation on the latent, and which did not need to be centered on any visible 
characteristic. The comparison algorithm would then recognize this vector as such, 
and compare it to the file-print boundary vectors rather than comparing it with 
any extracted characteristic-centered vectors. 

(b) Facility was built into algorithms 1M2, 11<.13 and 1M4 for several latent enquiry 
vectors to be entered per latent mark. Each vector would then be first treated in 
isolation, and the best matching vector score from the file-print obtained. 1M2 
then simply added up the individual scores to give a combined score for the latent 
mark. 1M3 and 1M4 added the slight sophistication of combining the individual 
latent vector scores if, and only if, their relative angular orientation was matched 
(within specified angular tolerance) by the relative angular orientation of the file
print characteristics upon whlch the high scoring extracted vectors were centered. 
That procedure tended to prevent the combination of 'fluke' scores from non-mates. 

(c) Distance tolerances were treated linearly (i.e. greater tolerance was allowed for 
greater di5~ances) rather than absolutely. 

(d) 1M4 allowed a different set of distance tolerances to be used in vector comparisons 
involving boundary vectors than those used in comparing characteristic-centered 
vectors. The boundary vectors always required greater distance tolerances due to 
the uncertainty in the positioning of their generating lines. 
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Each of these modifications <1PP€<1red to improve performance somewhat - and it 
was time to get some idea of the overall discriminatory power of the algorithm. 

2.6 Testing algorithm performance. 

A collection of 56 latent marks (of varying quality) was provided by the FBI. All 
of these were interpreted and traced using the 'Graphic Pen'.10 Latent enquiry vectors 
were extracted from each tracing using a degree of subjective judgement as to selection of 
central features, and the latent enquiries formed together into a single database. The mate 
file-prints (rolled impressions taken from standard FBI ten-print cards) of the 56 marks, 
together with 44 G~her randomly selected prints were all traced and coded according to 
tlle scheme already described (para 2.3) to give a database of 100 file-prints. 

Batch tests were then run, in which each latent search enquiry was compared with 
each of the 100 file-prints, and a score obtained in each case. For each latent enquiry the 
file-prints were then ranked according to score, and the position of the mate in the list 
was noted (the mate rank). Performance was then measured by the percentage of mates 
that were ranked in first place (which will be called 'MRl'). Attention was also paid to 
the number of mates that were ranked in the top three places ('MR3') and in the top ten 
places ('MRlO'). 

As performance for latent marks is clearly very much worse than it was for clear 
rolled impressions, it is unnecessary to use other more sophisticated performance mea
sures. The indicators MRl, MR3 and MRIO provide an adequate picture of comparative 
performance - and will continue to do so unti1 such time as MRI exceeds 90% . 

In order to get some feeling for what levels of performance are desirable, the 
same set of latent marks and the same set of 100 file-prints were encoded in the traditional 
coordinate form for use with spatial matching algorithms. Once again the Graphic pen was 
used, and the data entered from the same interpretative tracings as were used for extraction 
of the topological information. Thus the performance of spatial matching algorithms could 
be measured on precisely the same dataset. * The best performance by the M82 matcher 
(which is a spatial matching algorithm developed at the National Bureau of Standards and 
in use at the FBI) 11 gave the following rankings :-

MRI - 26.8% 
MR3 - 37.5% 
MRIO - 48.2% 

'" Latent marks vary so greatly in quality that it is not possible to quote meaningful 
performance statistics without reference to a specific set of latent marks. In this case, not 
only is the same set of prints used, but the same interpretation of those prints was used 
for the testing of both the topological and spatial matching algorithms. 
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A series of tests was conducted, both with LM3 ano with LM4, to try to tune the 
various algorithm parameters. Complete tables of the test results are given in appendices 
D and E. The best results achieved (by LM4 in test number 39) gave the rankings :-

MRI - 58.93% 
MR3 - 67.86% 
MRI0 - 83.93% 

This clearly represents a fairly substantial improvement Oil the level of performance given 
by the spatial approach. Special significance can be gi"ven to the raising of MRI from 
26.8% to 58.93% as it is the mates ranked in first place that tend to have scores way clear 
of the field and they are the only ones which would be likely to be correctly identified 
irr('l';pective of the size of the file collection. Those mates that do not come in top place 
in a collection of size one hundred are most unlikely to come even in the top fifty places if 
the file collection were of size one million. 

2.7 Latent enquiry by vector: shortcomings. 

Despite its fairly impressive performance there remained something inherently ob
jectionable about the method of latent enquiry by manual extraction of vectors. The pro
cess of selecting central features on which to base the enquiry vectors was too subjective: 
success or failure of any particular vector enquiry depended very heavily on the reliability 
of its central feature - and vectors based on spurious latent characteristics (those that 
arose from false interpretation of the mark) invariably scored abysmally against the mate 
file-print. 

An analysis of the 23 latents (out of 56) that had their mates ranked in a position 
other than first (in test no. 39 on LM4) revealed the following :-

(a) in three cases - the central feature selected was spurious. 

(b) in two cases - the central feature was in an unclear portion of the file print and 
so apparently did not exist. 

(c) in two cases - an unclear area of the file print lay close to the central feature 
chosen, thus reducing vector comparison scores dramatically. 

(d) in three cases - the central feature selected on the latent corresponded to a feature 
below the boundary lines on the mate file-print, and thus could not be correctly 
matched. 

In at least 10 cases out of 23, therefore, the failure was directly attributable to 
unlucky (or unwise) central feature selections. In all of these ten cases there were other 
characteristics visible on the latent which would have served much better as centers for 
topological coding. 
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The sensible deduction from such observations is that it is unwise to base a com
plete latent search on a small number of extracted vectors. Presumably the greater the 
number of vectors entered, the greater the chances are of limiting the effects of unlucky cen
tral feature selection. The ideal policy might well be to enter every possible characteristic
centered vector that can be obtained from the mark; that means one vector per visible 
characteristic. The obvious difficulty with that proposal is the resulting complexity and 
tedium of the manual data extraction process. 

The next step forward now becomes very clear: we must enter latent enquiry data 
in the highly economical topological coordinate form, and allow the comparison algorithm 
to do all the work involved in extracting the required vectors. The treatment of the latent 
mark data will then be virtually identical to the treatment already being given to the 
file-print data. Topological reconstruction of both prints (latent and file-print) becomes 
the essential preliminary for comparison based on characteristic-centered vectors. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

LATENT SEARCHING: TOPOLOGICAL COORDINATE SYSTEMS. 

3.1 Latent entry by topological coordinates. 

The problems caused by unfortunate choice of central feature have shown the need 
for latent enquiry data to be less selective and less subjective. The most desirable latent 
data form is therefore a complete and objective description of the latent tracing. The 
tracing process itself still is, and always will be, substantially subjective - but it ought to 
be the last stage requiring subjective judgement. A set of topological coordinates of the 
form (1',0, R), (showing type, angular orientation and ridge-count) provides a complete 
topological description, and it therefore becomes the basis for latent data entry. The latent 
mark data can then be presented in much the same form as the file print data. 

The manual latent data preparation process is fairly simple: first the mark is 
traced (enlarged to lOx magnification). Then the position of the central observation point 
is guessed by the fingerprint expert, and its position marked on the tracing. The guessed 
core point position may be some way away from the 'visible' part of the latent. Then 
the correct orientation of the mark is estimated by the expert, and the coordinates of the 
characteristics, and other irregularities can then be written down. * 

There are a number of very major changes in the use of topological coordinates 
that have to be made in order to enhance their versatility and usefulness. These changes 
are described in the following three sections. 

3.1.1 The 4th coordinate. 

Bearing in mind the unreliable nature of inferred distance measures (see para 
2.4.b)' and bearing in mind also that the topological coordinate scheme already records 

* An extremely useful tool, for this operation, is a large board with a pin hole at its 
center. Around the circumference of a 7 or 8 inch circle the angular divisions are marked 
(i.e. much like an oversized 3600 protractor). A transparent ruler is then pivoted at the 
pinhole in the center. When the tracing has been made it is placed over the board, the 
pivot pin pressed through the guessed central observation point. The tracing falls entirely 
inside the protractor markings, and the ruler is long enough to reach those markings. 
Radial movement of the transparent ruler (which has one central line on it) over the 
tracing makes it very easy both to count the ridge-counts for each irregularity, to measure 
radial distances (these are marked on the ruler in the appropriate units), and to read off 
the angular orientations from the circumference of the inscribed circle. 
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angular orientation of each characteristic, it would seem to be a very sound investment 
to include a 4th coordinate - namely a radial distance (D) measured from the central 
observation point. The c'imbination of angular position and radial distance (6, D) for each 
characteristic gives a complete spatial description of the positions of the characteristics in 
space. A set of coordinates of the form (T, 6, R, D) therefore gives a complete topological 
and spatial description of a print. It records everything that a comparison algorithm might 
need to know about the positions of the characteristics and their topological relationships 
to each other. The data storage requirement for such a description is a mere 4 bytes per 
irregularity. 

We shall record radial distances in units of 0.5mm (or 0.5cm on the lOx enlarge
ment) and round to the nearest integer. No greater accuracy is either requ{.·ed or useful. 
These distances then appear as integers in the range 0 to 50. ** 

3.1.2 Dispensing with boundary vectors. 

Whatever the sector chosen for description by coordinates the boundary vectors 
can be made null by pretending that all the ridges inside the sector go 'out of sight' just 
before they reach the boundary line~· Thus the boundary lines cross no ridges and are 
therefore empty. The imaginary appearance of each ridge just inside the sector can then 
be recorded by coordinates. The resulting data is now pleasantly uniform and easier to 
handle. Boundary vectors, in the earlier algorithms, had been something of a nuisance. 

3.1.3 'Wrap around' 3600 sector. 

The sector to be recorded can be enlarged at will by moving the radial boundary 
lines, until such time as the internal angle reaches 3600

• At that stage the two boundary 
lines coincide and where they coincide will be called the cut. Provided our topological 
reconstruction algorithm can cope with the fact that, at the cut, some ridges effectively 
leave one end of the sector and reappear at the opposite end, then we can forget about 
boundary lines and boundary vectors altogether. 

The reconstruction algorithm v';'ill need to be told how many ridges need to be 
connected up in this way - and that number (which is the number of ridges that cross 
the cut) will be recorded as a part of the fingerprint data. It is convenient to specify that 
the cut will be vertically below the central observation point, and that the ridges which 
cross it be called moles (as they pass underneath the observation point). 

* * The type code (T) is a hexadecimal integer, the angular orientation (6) an integer 
in the range 0 - 360, and the ridge count (R) an integer in the range 0 to 50. The total 
storage space required for all four coordinates is, in fact, closer to 3 bytes; to be precise, 
it is 25 bits. 
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The coordinate system can now be used to describe the complete topology of a 
whole fingerprint. 

3.2 Topological reconstruction from coordinate sets. 

It is time to reveal the mysteries of topological reconstruction from a set of coor
dinates of the form (T, (), R, D). The method to be described here is certainly not the 
only way it could be done - but this one does work very well, is probably as fast as any 
could be, and leads directly to the point at which no further work is required to be done 
in order to extract characteristic-centered vectors from the reconstruction. In fact all the 
characteristic-centered code vectors can be simply lifted out of the array formed by this 
method. 

It will be noticed that the fourth coordinate (D) is ignored throughout this section 
as it plays no part in the reconstruction process. It is used in the comparist)n algorithms 
only after the topology has been restored. 

Let us suppose that the print to be reconstructed has m moles and n topological 
irregularities, whose coordinates are the set {(Ti' ()i, Ri, Di) : i = 1, ... n}. 

3.2.1 The 'continuity' array. 

This reconstruction method involves the systematic development of a large 3-
dimensional array, which will be called the 'continuity' array (C) comprising elements 
c(i,j,k). To understand the function of this array it is necessary, first, to examine fig
ure 11: it shows a (simplified) fingerprint pattern with selected central observation point 
and the radial cut vertically downwards. A radial line from the central observation point 
is drawn marginally to the clockwise side of every topological irregularity in the picture 
(whether it be a true characteristic or not). If there are n irregularities (which we will call 
{It, ... In}, then there are n + 1 radial lines in total (this includes the cut). Calling the 
cut line lo, and numbering the lines consecutively in a clockwise direction gives the set of 
lines {lo,lI' ... in }. 

Now re-order the topological coordinate set by reference to the second coordinate 
(()) - so that the coordinate set satisfies the condition :-

()i:::; ()i+I for all i E {1,2, ... n -I} 

There are then simple 1-1 mappings between the lines {lI, ... In}, the irregularities 
{It, ... In } and their coordinates {(Ti,()i,Ri,Di): i = 1, ... n}. 

Each of the lines {lo, . . . In} intersect a certain number of ridges, giving an ordered 
sequence of ridge intersection points. Let the number of ridges crossed by line li be called ri. 
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Figure 11. Radial irregularity-centered lines, with the 
'cut' vertically below observation point. 

Further, let the ridge intersection points on the line Ii be called points {p(i,j) : j = 1, ... Td 
- point p( i, 1) being the closest to the central observation point and p( i, T i) being the 
closest to the edge of the visible print. 

The continuity array C is then set up with a direct correspondence between the 
ridge intersection points p(i,J') and the elements of C, namely c(i,J', k). k takes the values 
1 to 4, and thus there is a 4 to 1 mapping of the elements 

{c(i,j,k): i = 0, . .. n: J' = 1, ... Ti: k = 1,2,3,4} 

onto the set of ridge intersection points 

{p(i,j) : i = 0, ... n : J' = 1, ... Ti} 

The array C can therefore be used to record four separate pieces of information about 
each of the ridge intersection points.** The meanings assigned to each element of Care 
as follows :-

** The part of the matrix C which will be used for anyone print is therefore irregular 
in its second U) dimension. 
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c(i,j,l) - "what is the first event that topological exploration from the point p(i,j) in an 
counterclockwise direction will discover?" 

c( i, j, 2) - "which of the irregularities II, ... In is it that such counterclockwise exploration 
will discover first?" 

c(i,j,3) - "what is the first event that topological exploration from the point p(i,j) in a 
clockwise direction will discover?" 

c(i,)',4) - "which of the irregularities h, ... In is it that such clockwise exploration will 
discover first?" 

c(i,j,l) and c(i,j,3) should, therefore, be ridge-tracing event codes in the normal 
hexadecimal integer format (not to be confused with the different set of hexadecimal codes 
currently being used for the irregularity type (Td). 

c(i,j,2) and c(i,j, 4) are integers in the range I-n which serve as pointers to one 
of the coordinate sets. They are a kind of substitute for distance measures (being associated 
with c(i,j, 1) and c(i,j, 3) respectively) but they act by referring to the coordinates of the 
irregularity found, rather than by giving an actual distance. They will be called irregularity 
indicators in the following few sections. 

3.2.2 Opening the continuity array. 

To begin with, the whole of the continuity array is empty (and, in practice, all the 
elements an' set to -1). It will be filled out successively starting from the left hand edge 
(i = 0) and working across to the right hand edge (i = n). 

Starting with i = a (at the cut) we know only that TO = m (the number of ridges 
crossing the cut is the number of moles recorded in the data.) Nothing is known (yet) about 
any of these ridges. The first set of entries in the continuity array is made by assigning a 
dummy number to every possible ridge exploration from the line lo. 

The dummy numbers are integers in a range which cannot be confused with real 
event-codes. * Each dummy number assigned is different, and the reconstruction algorithm 
views them thus : 

"1 do not yet know what happens along this ridge - I will find out later -
meanw hi Ie I need to be able to follow the path of this ridge segment, even before I find 
out where it ends." 

* In practice dummy numbers start at 100 and, whenever another one is needed, 
the next free integer above 100 is used. Obviously a record is kept of how many different 
dummy numbers have been assigned. 
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This first step in filling in the continuity matrix is therefore to assign dummy 
numbers to each of the elements {c(O,j, k) : j = 1, ... TO : k = 1 or 3}. 

The elements {c(O,j, k) : j = 1, ... TO : k = 2 or 4} are left untouched for now. 

3.2.3 Associations, entries, and discoveries in the continuity array. 

The next stage is to consider each of the coordinate sets (Ti,fJi,Ri,Di) in turn 
starting with i = 1. We know that the irregularity h is the only change in the laminar 
flow between lines Lo and 11. We also know its type (Tt) and its ridge-count (Rd. Depending 
on the type TI there are various associations, entries and discoveries that can be made in 
the continuity array. 

Suppose, for example, that TI = 3 (i.e. a ridge ends - according to the table of 
irregularity types, para 2.3). We can deduce that 

TI = TO -1 

(i .e. line I} crosses one less ridge than line 10 ), and we can make the following associations 
in the second column (i = 1) of the continuity array. (Associations occur when one element 
of the array is set equal to another.) 

c(l,j,l) = c(O,j,l) 
c(1,j,3) = c(0,j,3) 

for all 1:S j:S RI - 1, 
for all 1:S j:S R I . 

(i.e. ridges below the irregularity pass on unchanged) also 

c(1,j,1) = c(O,j + 1,1) 
c(1,j,3) = c(O,j + 1,3) 

for all RI + 2:S j:S TI, 
for all RI + 1:S j:S TI. 

(i.e. ridges above the irregularity pass on unchanged, but are displaced downwards by one 
ridge, due to the RI + l'th ridge coming to an end.) 

Thus many of the dummy numbers from the (i = 0) column are copied into the 
(i = 1) column - and their successive positions show which ridge intersection points lie 
on the same ridges. 

Further information is gained from the immediate vicinity of the irregularity and 
this allows us to make entries in the array. (Entries result directly from the coordinate set 
being processed, rather than by copying from another part of the array). 

c(1,RI,1) =8, 

c(1, Rl, 2) = 1, 

c(1, RI + 1,1) = 6, 

c(1,Rl + 1,2) = 1. 
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(i.e. the line 11 is drawn marginally past the ridge-ending II, and so that ridge-ending 
appears as a facing ridge ending in counterclockwise exploration from ridge intersection 
points p(l, RJ) and p(l, Rl -r 1). The event seen, in each case, is h itself.) 

We also have discovered what happened to the ridge that passed through the point 
p(O, Rl + 1) : it ended (code 3) at irregularity h. That discovery enables us to note the fact 
that the ridge exploration clockwise through point p(O, Rl + 1) ended here. The existing 
entry in c(O, Rl + 1,3) is a dummy number, and the new found meaning for that number 
is recorded in the dummy number index. Suppose the dummy entry had been the number 
107: then we store its meaning thus: 

index(107)= (3,1) 

Eventually all the appearances of the number 107 in the array will be replaced by 
'3', and, at the same time, all the associated irregularity indicators will be set to '1'. 

Knowledge of Tl and Rl has therefore enabled us to make a particular set of 
associations, entries and discoveries - from which it has been possible to place something 
(either entries or dummy numbers) in all of the elements of the set 

{c(l,J, k) : J = 1,2, ... Tl : k = 1 or 3} 

The process now begins again, with examination of irregularity h, followed by 13 ., . In. 
Each different possible type code Ti generates its own individual set of associations, entries 
and discoveries. Each set allows the next column of C to be filled in. ** It should be 
pointed out that whenever association is made of event codes (as distinct from dummy 
numbers) then association is also made of their respective irregularity identifiers. 

After all the n coordinate sets have been processed (and entries thereby made in 
the whole of the continuity array) a few last associations need to be made in order to 
account for the fact that ridges cross the cut. These associations are that :-

c(O, j, 1) 
and c(n,J', 3) 

is equivalent to c(n,J, 1) for all 1~ j~ TO, 

is equivalent to c(0,J,3) for all 1< J~ TO. 

(Of course TO = Tn = m) 

which effectively 'wrap around' the ends of the continuity array by sewing up the cut. As 
each of these elements of C already has some sort of entry in it, the mechanics of making 
these associations are more akin to the normal mechanics of discovery, in that they involve 
making entries in the dummy number index. They may, in fact, enter dummy numbeTs in 
the dummy number index thus indicating that two different dummy numbers are equivalent 
(i.e. they represent the same ridge exploration), 

** Some of the entries may well be new (unassigned) dummy numbers. This occurs 
wherever new ridge segments start at the irregularity. It did not happen in the case of the 
ridge ending. 
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3.2.4 Properties of the completed continuity array. 

Once this process is complete the continuity array will have acquired some very 
important properties: 

(a) all the elements {c(i,j,k): 0 ~ i < n: 1 ~ j ~ Ti: k = lor 3} contain either ridge 
exploration event codes (hexadecimal) or dummy numbers (integers over 100). 

(b) wherever c(i,J·,l) or c(i,j,3) is an event code, then the corresponding entries, 
c(i,j,2) or c(i,j,4) respectively, will contain an irregularity ident,jying number 
that shows where that ridge event occurs. 

(c) all the different appearances of a particular dummy number in the continuity array 
reveal all the intersection points through which one continuous ridge exploration 
has passed. (Hence the name for the array.) 

(d) a discovery has been made in respect of every dummy number that has been 
allocated, and there is, in the dummy numoer index, an equivalent event code and 
associated irregularity identifier waiting to be substituted for all the appearances 
of that dummy number. The dummy number index is therefore complete. This 
simply must be the case as a discovery has been recorded every time that a ridge 
ran into an irregularity. There can be no ridge explorations that do not end at 
one, or other, of the n irregularities - consequently there can be no outstanding 
'unsolved' ridge explorations by the time all n irregularities have been dealt with. 

3.2.5 Final stage of topological reconstruction. 

The fina~ stage of the reconstruction process is to sweep right through the conti
nuity matrix replacing all the dummy numbers with their corresponding event codes from 
the index. The related irregularity identifiers are filled in at the same time, also from 
information held in the index. This second (and final) sweep through the elements of the 
continuity array leaves every element in the set 

{ c ( i, j, k) : i = 1 ... n : J. = 1 ... T i : k = 1 or 3} 

as an event code, and every element of the set 

{ c ( i, j, k) : i = 1 ... n : j = 1 ... r i : k = 2 or 4} 

as an irregularity identifier. 

For any particular line Ii the entries of C in the ith column correspond exactly 
to the elements of a topological code vector generated by that line. The only difference 
in appearance is that we have irregularity identifiers rather than distance measures to go 
with each exploration event code. The later vector comparison stages of the matching 
algorithm are adapted with that slight change in mind. 
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This completes a somewhat simplified account of a rather complex process. There 
are other complications which have not been explained in full- such as how the algorithm 
deals with sequences of dummy numbers that are all found to be equivalent, and the special 
treatment that ridge recurves have to receive, and how the algorithm copes with multiple 
irregularities showing the same angular orientation. Nevertheless this explanation serves 
well to demonstrate the methodical and progressive nature of this particular reconstruction 
process. It also makes clear tha,t only two sweeps through the matrix are required - which 
is surprisingly economical considering the complexity of the operation. 

3.3 The matching algorithm LM5. 

The algorithm LM5 was the first to accept latent data in coordinate form, rather 
than by prepared vectors. Topological reconstruction was performed both on the latent 
mark (once only per search) and on each file print to be compared with it. The continuity 
matrix generated from the latent coordinate set will be called the search continuity array, 
and the continuity array generated from the file set will be the file continuity array. 

There are two distinct phases of print comparison which take place after these 
topological reconstructions are complete. Firstly, the appropriate vector comparisons are 
performed and their scores recorded - secondly, the resulting scores are combined to give 
an overall total comparison score. 

It is most important to realize that the observation points selected on two mated 
prints under comparison do not need to have been in the same positions. The reconstructed 
topology will be the same no matter where it is viewed from. Just as two photographs 
of a house, from different places, look quite different - nevertheless the house ic the 
same. The final comparison scores will be hardly affected by misplacement of the central 
observation points provided they lie in roughly the right region of the print. The reason for 
approximately correct placement being necessary is that the orientation of the imaginary 
radial lines, which effectively generate the vectors after reconstruction, will depend on 
the position of the central observation point. The effect of misplacing that point (in a 
comparison of mates) is to rotate each generating line about the characteristic on which it 
is based. Such rotation is not important provided it does not exceed 20 or 30 degrees. Slight 
misplacement of the observation point is not going to matenally affect the orientation of 
these imaginary generating lines, except those based on characteristics which are very close 
to it. Specifying that the central observation point should be adjacent to the core (in the 
case of whorls or loops) and at the base of the 'upcurve' (in the case of plain arches) is a 
sufficiently accurate placement rule. 

3.4 The vector comparison stage. 

From the search continuity array a vector is extracted for each true characteristic 
on the latent mark. Vectors are not extracted for the other irregularities ('ridges going out 
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of sight', 'ridge recurves', etc.) If the latent mark shows 13 characteristics we then have 
13 vectors, each. vector based on an imaginary line drawn from the central observation 
point to one of those 13 characteristics, and passing marginally to the clockwise side of 
it. Let us now forget about all the other topological irregularities in the coordinate list 
and number the characteristics 1,2,3, ... k. If the number of coordinate sets, in total, was 
n then certainly k ::; n. The ext.racted search vectors can now be called 8} ... 8k. In a 
similar fashion the extracted file vectors, each based on true characteristics, can be called 

F1···Fm . 

For each search vector a subset of the file vectors is chosen for comparison. The 
selection is made on these bases :-

(a) that the characteristic on which the file vector is based must be of similar type 
(either an 'exact' match or a 'close' match) to the one on which the search vector 
is based. 

(b) that the angular coordinates of the characteristic on which it is based must be 
within a permissible angular tolerance of the angular coordinate of the character
istic on which the search vector is based. The permissible angular tolerance is a 
parameter of the algorithm. 

This selection essentially looks for file print characteristics that are potential mates 
for the search print characteristics. The vector comparison that follows serves to compare 
their neighborhoods. It is quite obvious that allowing a wide angular tolerance significantly 
increases the number of vector comparisons that have to be performed. If a small angular 
tolerance is permitted then a badly misoriented latent mark may not have the mated 
vectors compared at all. 

The vector comparison itself is much the same as used hitherto .- except that the 
vectors contain irregularity identifiers rather than distance measures. At the appropriate 
stages of the vector comparison subroutine the actual linear distance ('as the crow flies') 
from the central characteristic to the ridge-event is calculated by reference to the appro
priate coordinate sets. Thus ordinary spatial distances can be used rather than inferred 
ridge-traced disiances, and a much greater degree of reliability can therefore be attached 
to them. 

For each search vector 8i, and candidate file vector Fj, a vector comparison score 
qij is obtained. For each search vector 8i a list of candidate file vectors, with their scores, 
can be recorded in the form of a list of pairs U, qij). There are typically between 5 and 
15 such candidates for each search vector when the angular tolerance is set at 30°. These 
lists of candidates can then be collected together to form a table, which will be called the 
candidate minutia table. An example of such is shown on the next page. 

Each column is a list of candidates for the search vector labelled at the head of the 
column. In each case the first o~ a pair of numbers in parentheses shows which file vector 
was a candidate, and the second number is the score obtained by its vector comparison. 
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51 52 53 .. . ... . .. 5k 

(5,89) (6,45 ) (25,41) .. . ... . .. (15,138) 
(14,29) (10,40) (34,12) .. . ., . . .. (23,12) 
(15,0) (16,35) (37,19) .. . ... . .. (28,65) 

(52,19) (21,92) (41,84) .. . ... . .. (36,71) 
(55,81) (35,5) (48,91) .. . ... . .. (37,103) 
(61,34) (36,0) (53,101) .. . .. . ... (47,82) 
(79,0) (41,3) (65,180) .. . ... . .. (56,41) 

.. . . .. .. . 

. , . .. . . .. 

.. . .. . . .. 

.. . .. . . .. 
(0,0) (46,85) (0,0) . , . ... . .. (0,0) 

3.5 Final score formulation. 

We are now left with the problem of intelligently combining these individual can
didate scores to give one overall score for the print. If the file print and latent mark are 
mates it would be nice to think that the highest candidate score in each column of the 
candidate minutia table indicated the correct matching characteristic on the file print. If 
that were the case then simply picking out the highest in each column, and adding them 
together, might serve well as a method of formulating an overall score. However that is 
not the case. Roughly 50% of true mated characteristics manage to come top (in score) of 
their column - the others usually come somewhere in the top five places. 

3.5.1 The notion of 'compatibility'. 

We learnt from earlier experiments with latent entry by vectors that combination 
of scores was best done subject to conditions - and, in that case, the condition was correct 
relative angular orientation (see para 2.5(b)). It will make sense, therefore, to combine the 
individual candidate scores when, and only when, they are compatible. 

If (y', qlj) is a candidate in the 51 column, and (i, q2i) is a candidate in the 5·~ 
column - then there are various reasonable conditions that can be set in respect of these 
two candidates before we accept that they could both be correct. We will say that these 
two candidates are compatible if, and only if, these three conditions hold true :-

(a) i is not equal to j . (Obviously one file print characteristic cannot simultaneously 
be correctly matched to two different search print characteristics.) 

(b) The distance (linear) between file print characteristics numbered i and j shou ld 
be the same, within certain tolerance, as the distance between the two search 
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. ' 

print characteristics that they purport to match. That tolerance is an important 
program parameter. 

(c) The relative angular orientation of the file print characteristics should be roughly 
the same as the relative angular orientation of the two search print minutiae that 
they purport to match. The tolerance allowed, in this instance, is the same angular 
tolerance that was used earlier to limit the initial field of candidate minutiae. 

3.5.2 Score combination based on compatibility. 

The application of the notion of compatibility in formulating a total score was 
originally planned as follows :-

Step 1: Reorder the candidates in each column by reference to their scores, putting the 
highest score in each column in top place. 

Step 2: In each column, discard all the candidates that do not come in the top five places. 

Step 3: For each remaining candidate check to see which candidates in the other columns 
are compatible with it. 

Step 4: Taking at most one candidate from each column, pick out the highest scoring 
mutually compatible set that can be found. A mutually compatible set is a set of 
candidates each pair of which are compatible. 

Thus a set of file print characteristics is found, each of which has similar topological 
neighborhood to one of the latent mark characteristics (as shown by their high vector 
comparison scores) and whose spatial distribution is very similar to that of the latent mark 
characteristics (as shown by their compatibility). Spatial considerations are therefore being 
used in the combination of topological scores - as is already the case at a lower level, 
w hen distance measures are used in the vector comparison process. 

The algorithm LM5 was originally written to perform the steps described above . 
Unfortunately it ground to a halt completely when it tried to do the comparison of a very 
good latent with its mate! The reason for this is that the algorithm will examine every 
possible mutually compatible set in turn. Certainly non-mates have very few mutually 
compatible sets of any size. However if a good quality latent gives a largest compatible set 
of size N (i.e. N characteristics match up well with the file print) then there are 2N - 1 
subsets of that largest set, each of which will be a mutually compatible set. The total 
number of such sets is therefore at least 2N , and probably much greater. In some cases N 
exceeded 25 and, consequently, the computer did not finish the job! 

Acceptable shortcuts, or approximations, to this method had to be found. 
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3.5.3 Candidate promotion schemes. 

The following method accomplishes much the same sort of candidate selection, but 
very much faster, and without requiring complete mutual compatibility in the selected set. 
The first three steps are the same as before :-

1. Reorder the candidates in each column, by their scores. 

2. Discard all candidates not ranked in the top 5 places in their column. 

3. Check the compatibility of all remaining candidates with the remaining candidates 
in each other column. 

The fourth step is calculation of what will be called a compatible score for each of 
the remaining candidates. Here are two possible alternative methods for doing this :-

(a) For each individual candidate add tGgether all the scores of top-ranked candidates 
in other columns with which that candidate is compatible. Finally add the candi
date's own score to the total. 

For each individual candidate find, in each other column, the highest scorin.g com
patible candidate. Add to[1p'her those scores (one from each column), and then 
add the target candidate's own score to the total. 

On the basis of these compatible scores, rather than on the original vector com
parison scores, reorder the remaining candidates in each column. 

This 4th step can be regarded as a promotion system based on. compatibility with 
other high-ranking candidates. The difference between options (a) and (b) is this: in 
rule (a) promotion depends on a candidate's compatibility with those already in top place 
« 1 could be called a 'bureaucratic' promotion system). With rule (b) a whole group of 
ccLlldidates in different columns, none of whom are in top place can all be promoted to 
the top at once by virtue of their strong compatibility with each other (a 'revolutionary' 
promotion system). Both were tried and the 'revolutionary' system was found to be the 
most effective. 

The promotion stage could be repeated several times if it was considered desirable 
(to give the top set time to 'settle') - in practice it was found that one application was 
sufficient. Mate scores improved very little, if at all, when second and third stages of 
promotion were introduced. 

After the promotion stage is complete all but the top ranked candidates in each 
column are discarded, and the compatible score for the remaining candidate in each column 
is then recalculated on the basis of only the other remaining candidates. 

The fini'lJ score is then evaluated by adding together all of these new compatible 
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scores that exceed a given threshold. That threshold is a program parameter, and IS 

expressed as a percentage of the 'perfect' latent self-mated score. 

The use of these compatible scores, rather than the original vector comparison 
scores, in evaluating the final score has the effect of multiplying each original vector score by 
the number of other selected (i.e. now top-ranked) candidates with which it is compatible. 
The more dense the compatabilities of the final candidate selection, the higher the score 
will be. 

3.6 Performance of LM5. 

The latent mark data file was converted to the form of coordinate sets, and the 
fourth coordinate (distance) was added into the file print collection data set. A series of 
tests was then performed using the algorithm LM5 - and the results and parameters used 
are shown in full in appendix F. 

The best test results obtained gave the following rankings :-

MRI 
MR3 
MRlO 

80.36% 
82.14% 
85.71% 

These indicate a vast improvement over the performance of the traditional spatial methods 
(recall that the M82 algorithm gave test results with an MRI value of 26.8%). 

It is worth saying a few words about some of the parameter values that gave the 
above results: -

(a) Exact match scores were set to be 5, with close match scores (eMS) set to be 
3. Thus close match scores were given a higher relative weighting than previously 
used in the comparison of rolled impressions (where the optimum ratio had been 
5:1 12 ). The higher weighting can be attributed to a higher incidence of topological 
mutation in the interpretation of latent marks. 

(b) The distance tolerances were set at 10% (of the distance being checked) with a 
minimum of 1. (PDT, in appendix F, stands for 'percentage distance tolerance', 
and MDT for 'minimum distance tolerance'.) The same distance tolerances were 
used in the vector comparison stage of the algorithm and in the score combination 
stages (where correct relative distance was one of the three conditions that needed 
to be satisfied for two file print minutiae to be compatible.) 

(c) The ridge span used in vector comparison was 10 ridges - this means that vectors 
of a standard length of 40 digits, with 40 associated irregularity indicators, were 
used whenever vector comparisons were performed. The results were no worse 
with longer vectors, but the smaller value for SPAN gave faster comparison times 
on a serial machine. 
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(d) The minimum angular tolerance (MAT) was 20°. This is almost inconsequential 
as the true angular misorientation limits were set individually for each latent mark 
(by subjective judgement) and written as a part of the latent search data. 

(e) The candidate minutia selection depth ('DEPTH') was 5 throughout. This means 
that, for each search minutia, only the top 5 candidate file print minutia would 
be considered. This parameter was set to 5 as a result of observation, rather than 
experiment (see para 3.5) 

(f) The compatible score cutoff r.~:Jint ('CUTOFF') is the percentage of the latent 
mark's perfect self-mated score that must be attained by the final compatible 
score of a candidate file print minutia before it will be allowed to contribute to the 
final total score (see para 3.5) The best value for this parameter was found to be 
15%, which is surprisingly high. The effect of this setting was to ensure that the 
vast majority of file print minutiae that were not true mates for search minutia 
contributed nothing to the score; the net effect of this was to make most of the 
mismatch comparison scores zero. In fact, for 28.6% of the latents used, the true 
mate was the only file print to score at all - the other 99 file prints all scoring 
zero. Of course such a stringent setting also made th;;:-}gs tough for the mates, as 
shown by the fact that 7% of the mate scores were zero also. However, these 7% 
were mates that had not made the top ten places in any of the tests, and were 
therefore most unlikely to be identified anyway. It is also worth pointing out that 
on each occasion when one file print alone scored more than zero (Le. exactly 99 
out of the 100 in the file collection scored zero) that one was the true mate. (These 
are the 28.6% mentioned above.) This represents a surprisingly high level of what 
might reasonably be termed 'cast iron doubt-free identifications'. 

3.7 Computation times. 

The foregoing description of the algorithm LM5 will have made it quite clear 
that this is not, in its present form, a particularly fast comparison algorithm. The CPU 
time taken (on a general purpose computer capable of performing in the order of a million 
instructions per second) for the above test (5600 comparisons) was 12 hour and 11 minutes. 
[Hence the absence of any extensive parameter tuning.] That means an average CPU 
time per comparison of 7.8 seconds - which is a somewhat disconcerting figure when the 
acceptable matching speeds for large collections are in the order of 500 comparisons per 
second. 

However 7.8 seconds per comparison on this machine is not quite so alarming when 
one considers the extensive and multi-layered parallelism of the algorithm. At the lowest 
level, the vector comparisons themselves are sequences of array operations. At the next 
level, many vector comparisons are done per print comparison. In the score combina
tion stages calculations of compatibility and compatible scores are all simple operations 
repeated many many times. There IS, in this algorithm, enormous scope for beneficial 
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employment of modern parallel processing techniques. It is hardly appropriate to take too 
much notice of the CPU time in a computer in which each operation is done element by 
element. 

Moreover, in the area of latent searching, the primary area of concern for law 
enforcement agencies is shifting from the issue of speed onto the issue of accuracy. The 
FBI, for example, is certainly prepared to obtain the necessary speed through 'hardwiring' 
(with its associated cost) for the sake of matching algorithms that will actually make a 
substantial number of identifications from latent marks. 

3.8 File storage space -- defaulting the 'edge topology'. 

It is noticeable that the need to include all topological irregularities, rather than 
just the true characteristics, significantly enlarges the volume of the file print data. In the 
100 file cards in the experimental database the average number of irregularities recorded 
per print was 101.35. The majority of irregularities that were not true characteristics fell 
at the edge of the print; they recorded all those ph.:es where ridges 'came into sight' or 
'went out of sight'. Thus a significant proportion of the file data storage requirement is 
spent in describing the edge of the file print. 

In practice the edge of the file print is not very important - as the latent mark 
invariably shows an area completely within the area of the rolled file print. The edge con
sequently plays little or no part in the print comparison process, and the edge description 
serves only to help the topological reconstruction process make sense of the ridge pattern. 

For the sake of economy in file size, therefore, the algorithm LM6 was prepared 
by adapting the reconstruction stage of LM5 slightly. It is adapted in such a way that the 
reconstruction will invent its own edge topology in the absence of an edge description. The 
default topology selected is not important; it is only important that the algorithm does 
something to tie up all the loose ridges around the edge. 

The file collection was then pruned substantially by elimination of all of the edge 
descriptions, and this reduced the average number of coordinate sets per print from 101.35 
to 71.35. * The test reported above was then rerun using the algorithm LM6 and the 
condensed file set. The rankings obtained were exactly the same as before (see para 3.6) -
so a saving of 30% in file data storage was achieved with absolutely no loss of resolution. 

* The pruning operation was not performed on the latent mark data file for two 
reasons. Firstly, latent mark databases (where these are kept) are tiny in comparison to 
rolled file print collections, and so storage requirements are not a major concern. Secondly, 
the edge of a latent mark does play an important part in the comparison process. 
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CHAPTER 4. 

ASSOCIATED APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS. 

4.1 Derivation of vectors for rolled print comparison. 

The ability to perform topological reconstruction from a set of coordinates has 
some rather interesting 'by-products'. The first of these relates to the fast comparison of 
rolled prints on the basis of a single vector. 13 

As the data format for a latent mark and a rolled impression is now identical, it 
would be possible to use the latent matching algorithm (LM6) to compare one rolled print 
with another. (One of the rolled prints would be acting as a very high quality latent.) 
However, to use LM6 in this way on rolled prints would be 'taking a sledge hammer to 
crack a nut'. We know that one single vector cOFLparison deals with comparison of two 
rolled prints perfectly adequately14 - so it would bt madness to use this latent matching 
algorithm, with its hundreds of vector comparisons, in this application. 

Nevertheless there is a significant benefit to be gained from the topological recon
struction section of the latent matching algorithm. The data-gathering requirements from 
the scheme for matching rolled impressions included the need to track along ridges, in 
order to find the first event that happened. IS Although that, in itself, is not a particularly 
demanding programming task - the ability to reconstruct topologies from coordinates 
renders it unnecessary. A topological code vector representing a horizontal line passing 
through the core of a loop can be lifted out of the continuity matrix after reconstruction. 
The left half of it (i.e. the part that falls to the left of the core) and the right half will 
be extracted separately. Each half is extracted by selecting the column of the continuity 
matrix that corresponds with an imaginary line just to the counterclockwise side of hori
zontal. (i.e. just below for the left side, and just above for the right side). Amalgamating 
these two halves, reversing the 'up' and 'down' pairs from the right half, gives a single long 
vector of the required format. 

There will be two minor differences between these extracted vectors and the design 
originals :-

(a) the core point, which was to be on a ridge, is replaced by the central observation 
point which is in a valley. The central observation point will, however, be only 
fractionally removed from the core in the case of loops and whorls. 

(b) the vector has irregularity identifiers rather than ridge-traced distance measures. 
Consequently the vector comparison algorithm has to be adapted to refer to the 
appropriate coordinate sets when the time comes to apply the various distance 
tests. 
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In the case of arches the extracted vector will have to be a vertical, straight line 
as opposed to the original flexible one which followed successive ridge summits. * 

In an operational system the maximum speed would be obtained by performing 
topological reconstruction, and vector extraction, at the time each print is introduced to the 
collection. The extracted 'long' vectors could be stored in a separate file so that they could 
be used for fast vector comparison without the need to perform topological reconstruction 
each time. That would obviously increase the data storage requirement per print by the 60 
bytes required for such 'long' vectors. 16 The coordinate sets, and topological reconstruction 
would then only be used when a latent search was being conducted. 

If the derived long vectors were to be made completely independent of the coordi
nate sets, it would be necessary to replace the irregularity identifiers with calculated linear 
distances at the time of vector extraction. 

4.2 Image-retrieval systems. 

The second by-product of the development of the latent matching algorithms is 
an application in image-retrieval systems. There is a significant demand for automated 
identification systems to be linked with an image-retrieval facility for all the prints in 
the file collection. The system operator obtains a list of the highest scoring cand: -iates 
each time an automated search is conducted - these candidates have then to be checked 
visually by the fingerprint expert to determine which of them, if any, is the true mate. 
This visual checking can be done much more easily if the fingerprints can be displayed 
on a screen, rather than having to be fetched from a cabinet. Much research is currently 
underway with the aim of finding economical methods for storing the two dimensional 
pictures (fingerprints) in computer memory so that they can be called up and displayed 
on the terminal screen. 

There are two distinct paths for such research. The first aims to record the original 
grey-scale data which is output from automatic scanners, with no interpretative algorithms 
ever being applied to the print (although data compaction techniques will, of course, be 
used). The second uses interpretative algorithms to identify the ridges and valleys within 
the grey-scale image, to resolve the picture into a binary (black and white) image, and 
then finally to reduce the thickness of each ridge to one pixel by a variety of ridge-thinning 
techniques. What is then stored is sufficient data to enable each thinned ridge segment to 
be redrawn (i.e. start position, end position, curvature etc.). 

* The performance of vector matching algorithms on such derived vectors has not 
been tested. This is because of the incredibly time consuming nature of manual encoding 
according to the latent scheme (up to 1 hour per print for clear rolled impressions). The 
time for such tests will be after the development of automatic data extraction techniques, 
when large numbers of prints can be encoded automatically according to the latent scheme, 
and then have derived vectors extracted after topological reconstruction. 
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The data requirements per print are in the order of 2,000 to 4,000 bytes for com
pressed grey-scale images, and between 1,000 and 2,000 bytes for a thinned image. 

We know that the 4-coordinate system used in the latent scheme records, in be
tween 300 and 400 bytes, a complete topological and spatial description of the character
istics. It should therefore be possible to redraw the fingerprint, in the style of a thinned 
image, from that data. Firstly topological reconstruction has to be performed, and then 
the elastic (topological) image has to be 'pinned down' at each characteristic, by reference 
to their polar coordinate positions contained in the coordinate sets. 

The substantial problem in such a process is the business of generating a smooth 
ridge pattern that accommodates all the pinned points. The problems raised are not 
completely dissimilar to those in cartography - when a smooth contour map has to be 
drawn from a finite grid of discrete height (or depth) samplings. 17 18 Certainly if a 
satisfactory redrawing process could be devised, the 4-coordinate system would, almost 
certainly, be the most economical method of image storage available. 

Development of adequate smoothing algorithms was not adopted as a part of this 
research; it is a fairly major research problem in itself. However one fairly crude recon
struction algorithm was written, simply because generation of a picture from topological 
coordinate sets provides a most satisfying demonstration of the sufficiency of such coordi
nate descriptions. 

The algorithm PLOT1 was written as a Fortran program: its input was the set 
of coordinates representing a specified print, and its output was a file of line-plotting in
structions for the graphics display facility of a laser printer. The algorithm first performed 
topological reconstruction in the normal manner, and then assigned polar coordinates to 
every ridge intersection point in such a manner that all the topological irregularities were 
assigned their own (real) polar coordinates. A series of simple linear smoothing operations 
are applied, coupled with untangling and gap-filling procedures that make successive small 
adjustments to the radial distances of all the intersection points that are not irregulari
ties. These processes continue until a certain standard of smoothness is attained. Finally 
the picture is output as a collection of straight line segments between connected ridge 
intersection points. 

A sample reconstructed fingerprint image is shown in figure 12, together with its 
descriptive data. The picture is made up of 4,404 straight line segments, and it almost 
looks like a fingerprint! Certainly the topology is correct, and each irregularity is prop
erly located: it is just the intervening ridge paths that have suffered some unfortunate 
spatial distortions. For the sake of comparison, the original print tracing from which the 
coordinate sets were derived is shown in figure 13 (it has been reduced from lOx to 5x 
magnification). Detailed comparison of figures 12 and 13 will reveal a few places where 
the topology appears to have been altered. In fact it has not been altered - but, at this 
magnification, some ridges appear to have touched when they should not. This tends to 
occur where the ridge flow direction is close to radial. In such places the untangling sub-
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----------------

FINGERPRINT RECONSTRUCTION DATA: 

Card number 6. Finger number 8 
Window size: 6" 
Magnification: 5.00 
Downward displacement of origin: -700 
Number of line segments drawn: 4404 
Fingerprint data size : 526 bytes. 

Figure 12. Fingerprint reconstruction. 
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Figure 13. Copy of fingerprint tracing. 

routine, which moves ridges apart when they get too close together, has not been forceful 
enough in sevarating them. 

Figure 14 shows the tracing of a latent mark, together with its reconstructed 
picture. In this case the latent data comprised 32 coordinate sets (filling approximately 
100 bytes), of which 21 make up the edge-description. There are ten genuine characteristics 
shown, and the remaining topological irregularity is the ridge recurve close to the core. 
The reconstructed image is made up from 780 straight line segments. 

The facility for reconstruction also affords the opportunity to actually see a 'default 
edge-topology'. Figure 15 shows two further reconstructed images of the print in figure 
12. The upper picture is the same as figure 12, except for a reduction in magnification 
(to 2.5 x). The lower picture is a reconstruction from the condensed data set for the same 
print, after all the coordinate sets relating to ridges going 'out of sight' have been deleted. 
All the loose ends have been tied up by the reconstruction algorithm in a fairly arbitrary, 
but interesting, way. The lower picture does, of course, show some false ridge structure in 
areas that were 'out of sight'. However the data storage requirement for the corresponding 
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Figure 14. Latent tracing, and its reconstruction. 
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Figure 15. Reconstructions with, and without, defaulted edge-topology. 
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coordinate sets was only 354 bytes for the edge-free description, as opposed to 526 bytes 
for the original description. 

From these pictures it is fairly clear that more sophisticated smoothing techniques 
will need to be applied before really reliable images can be retrieved. These pictures are 
quite sufficient nevertheless to demonstrate the potential for such a scheme. They are also 
a fine demonstration of the effectiveness and accuracy of the topological reconstruction 
algorithms. * 

4.3 Outline of further work to be done. 

This work outlined in this paper has lead to development of systems which could 
be implemented now - but which would require a manual file-print encoding process. It 
was, of course, the intention that such datafile conversion should be an autoJIlatic process; 
consequently development of such necessary data extraction algorithms would be desirable. 
A list of possible areas for further research is given here :-

(a) Automatic data gathering algorithms should be designed which are capable of 
extracting the required forms of data from the grey-scale output from automatic 
fingerprint scanners. For the reasons given in paragraph 4.2 the ability to track 
along ridges is not required. However the ability to locate every interruption of 
the otherwise smooth ridge flow in the print is needed. Moreover each interruption 
has to be typed according to the table of possibilities laid out in paragraph 2.3. 
'Unclear' areas, rather than simply being rejected, must be fenced off- and all the 
places where ridges run into the fenced area, or emerge from it, must be recorded. 
This is a substantial departure from current practice; normally unclear areas would 
simply be rejected. 

(b) Once such data-gathering algorithms have been written, and sizeable experimental 
databases built up - then the various parameters of the matching algorithms must 
be tuned finely by extensive experiments. Optimum parameter values for use on 
automatically read data are unlikely to be identical to their optimum value~ for 
manually prepared databases. 

(c) Some investigation should be conducted in order to determine if there is any value 
in including a fifth coordinate, namely 'ridge direction', for each characteristic. 
No use of ridge direction data has been made in any of these topological schemes, 
even though it is the standard third coordinate for all the existing spatial methods 
(where (X, Y, 0) is the coordinate format for each characteristic, and 0 is the ridge 

* remember that the path of the ridges plays no part in the comparison algorithms 
LM5 and LM6; only the topology, and the positions of the characteristics are used. The 
defects in these pictures are not, therefore, a reflection of defects in the latent searching 
algorithms. 
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flow direction local to each particular characteristic.) There are a number of places 
within the various topological matching algorithms where tests on ridge direction 
could be applied in conjunction with consideration of angular misorientation. It is 
felt, however, that sufficient spatial information is already in use, and that the div
idends would be too small to justify the 25% increase in data storage requirement 
that such a change would inevitably produce. 

(d) An appropriate parallel architecture for the algorithms MATCH4 and LM6 has to 
be developed in conjunction with selection of the most suitable of the available 
parallel processors. 

4.4 Conclusion. 

The results obtained in these experiments show, beyond any reasonable doubt, 
that a topological approach to fingerprint coding offers a great deal in terms of improved 
accuracy and cost-effectiveness. The power of resolution between mates and non-mates 
given by the combination of topological and spatial information is vastly superior to that 
which can be obtained by use of spatial information alone. 

The greatest benefit that has been obtained is accuracy. The question of speed has 
to be left open until the benefits of LM6's extensive parallelism have been realized. 
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APPENDIX A. 

FORM FOR ~TENT INFORMATION. 

LATENT REF .NO: •• ~'l ..... PATTERN TYPE: 

NO. OF EXTRACTED VECTORS: ••• 1 ...... . 
CENTRAL FEATURE CODE: to ..... . 

0
0 

ANGULAR LOWER BOUND: •••••• 

ANGULAR UPPER BOUND: .IJO 0. 

CENTRAL FEATURE RIDGE-COUNT LOWER BOUND: • .13 ... . 
CENTRAL FEATURE RIDGE-COUNT UPPER BOUND: • r7 ... . 
NO.OF RIDGES CROSSED BY GENERATING t.INE: .~.I .... . 
NO.OF FIRST CENTRAL t:'EATURE RIDGE: ••• ld..· .. 
EVENT CODES (t.EFT), 10 AT A TIME, UNIT ~ 0.5 em 

- -- -- -'-r--
CODES. 6 B g, " ~ b .3 B B P> B ') "7" 

DISTANCES ~ l 'b 1 I q 7 0) /0 /0 10 0 

FINGER NO: ••••••• 

r r' --r--

B ~ b b B '5 ~7 B 
10 I / 10 II JI12 1\ 

CODES. I BJ 
DISTAllCES ~ /\:.-i 11111111111111111111 
EVENT CODES (RIGHT), 10 AT A TIME, UNIT a 0.5 em 

CODES. 3 B h '6 it b ~ [) 1J b .3 L3 b ! B ,(, K B I~ ~ 
DISTANCES I ~ J .~ d- 4- Lt q j ¥ g . ., ~ (;j '3 10 10 /0 7 7 c-. 

CODES. r I 
I I ! I I III III 11111 
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APPENDIX B. 

Code Description. 

O. The ridge goes out of sight without meet
ing any characteristic. 

1. Not allocated. 

2. Ridge meets a bifurcation as if from left 
fork. 

3. Ridge ends. 

4. Ridge meets a bifurcation as if from right 
fork. 

5. Ridge returns to its starting-point without 
any event occurring. 

6. Ridge meets a new ridge starting on the 
left. 

7. Ridge bifurcates. 

8. Ridge meets a new ridge starting on the 
right. 

9. Not allocated. 

A. Ridge encounters scarred tissue. 

B. Ridge encounters blurred or unclear print. 

c. Ridge meets a compound (e.g. a cross
over). 

D. Not allocated. 

E. Not allocated. 

F. Used for vector padding. 
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APPENDIX C. 

PROFORMA FOR FILE PRINT INFORMATION IN LATENT SCHEME. 

':ARD SET: ~~~.CARD NUMBER: .?~FINGER NO: •. ~ . PATTERN TYPE: .~~~ 
BOUNDARY ARRAY LENGTHS: LEFT .•. ~lr. . . RIGHT •. 3 ~ .... 

BOUNDARY ARRAY(LEFT) : (NOTE - DISTANCE UNIT IS 0.5 ems) 

CODES. ;;L ~ ~ 3 cl c... 4- Q.. 6( C S? (;; b 7 8 
DISTANCES. I~ 110 ~~ 7 9 : 8 ~ ~ 7 R- 7 7 ~ '3 /0 

CODES. ~ <is b 0 
I 

Oi Q 0 () 0 
DISTANCES. IIJ <? ~ 10 ,; --- 02 I 0 ::> 

CODES. I 
I 
I 

DISTANCES. I 
BOUNDARY ARRAY(RIGHT) (NOTE - DISTANCE UNIT IS 0.5 ems) 

CODES. "+ 3a 7 '+ l. b 3 b ~ £+! I '+ < 
..- I ~ 

'2f-1 3 't --DISTANCES. l?f J.~ '1 L I ! I ~4- i (, ~O ~ ~() g-
CODES. :) '% tr G R to 2" h 'C 0 () 7 3 0 C 

DISTANCES. ;( t lit 7 7 10 /0 '+- 4- II ~ 'S' 4- 7 ~ 
CODES. 0 0 a ---- ~. -
DISTANCES. If :3 Q 

DISTANCE CONVERSION MEASURES: (NOTE - DISTANCE UNIT IS 0.5 ems) 

DEGREES FROM LEFT BOUNDARY: a 60 120 180 

DISTANCES MEASURED: ;;;( I- 4- [<1·8 ~.J. I-..7'b 
RIDGE COUNT COVERED: )..It- .2.C ~4- 33 

EVENT CODES OVERLEAF. 
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EVENT CODES. (TOPOLOGICAL COORDINATES.) 

NO. CODE. THETA. RC. NO. CODE. THETA. RC. NO. CODE. THETA. RC. 
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APPENDIX D. 

Table of results of tests performed using LM3. 

No. Parameters Performance 

BOUND eMS HOPS MAXSHIFT ADT DDT SDT MRI MR3 MRI0 

1 15 1 1 1 5 3 3 44.64% 62.50% 82.14% 
2 5 1 1 1 4 2 2 46.43% 60.71% 82.14% 
3 5 2 1 1 4 2 2 44.64% 64.29% 82.14% 
4 5 3 1 1 4 2 2 46.43% 66.07% 8~.93% 
5 5 -1 1 1 4 2 2 42.86% 60.71% 75.00% 
6 5 1 1 1 7 5 5 46.43% 53.57% 78.57% 
7 5 1 1 1 10 5 5 42.86% 51.79% 75.00% 
8 5 1 0 0 4 2 2 50.00% 69.64% 78.57% 
9 5 1 2 2 4 2 2 44.64 % 55.36% 83.93% 

10 5 -1 0 0 2 2 2 42.86% 60.71% 71.43% 
11 5 -1 0 0 2 1 1 44.64% 64.29% 73.21% 
12 5 5 1 1 4 2 2 46.43% 60.71% 85.71% 
13 5 5 1 1 7 5 5 42.86% 51.79% 80.36% 
14 10 1 1 1 4 2 2 46.43% 58.93% 82.14% 
15 15 0 1 1 4 2 2 41.07% 60.71% 80.36% 
16 5 0 1 1 4 2 2 41.07% 60.71% 80.36% 
17 5 0 0 0 4 2 2 42.86% 64.29% 76.79% 
18 5 0 0 0 5 5 5 44.64% 58.93% 76.79% 
19 5 1 2 2 4 2 2 44.64% 55.36% 83.93% 
20 5 3 0 0 4 2 2 53.57% 67.86% 82.14% 
21 5 4 0 0 4 2 2 53.57% 66.07% 80.36% 
22 5 5 0 0 4 2 2 48.21% 67.86% 82.14% 
23 5 2 0 0 4 2 2 53.57% 66.07% 78.57% 
24 5 3 0 0 2 2 2 50.00% 67.86% 80.36% 
25 5 3 0 0 3 2 2 53.57% 73.21% 82.14% 
26 5 3 0 0 6 2 2 50.00% 64.29% 78.57% 
27 5 3 0 0 10 2 2 42.86% 53.57% 76.79% 
28 5 3 0 0 99 2 2 33.93% 53.57% 80.36% 
29 5 3 0 0 3 1 1 51.79% 73.21% 80.36% 
30 5 3 0 0 3 3 3 55.36% 73.21% 83.93% 
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Appendix D continued. 

No. Parameters Performance 

BOUND eMS HOPS MAXSHIFT ADT DDT SDT MR1 MR3 MR10 

31 5 3 0 0 3 0 0 50.00% 66.07% 83.93% 
32 5 3 0 0 3 (1) 

'" 1 53.57% 73.21% 82.14% 
33 5 3 0 0 3 1 2 51. 79% 73.21% 80.36% 
34 5 3 0 0 3 4 4 57.14% 71.43% 82.14% 
35 5 3 0 0 3 3 2 55.36% 73.21% 83.93% 
36 5 3 0 0 3 2 3 53.57% 73.21% 83.93% 
37 5 3 0 0 3 1 0 48.21% 67.86% 82.14% 
38 5 3 0 0 3 0 1 53.57% 71.43% 82.14% 
39 5 3 0 0 3 2 0 50.00% 67.86% 82.14% 
40 5 3 0 0 3 0 2 57.14% 71.43% 82.14% 
41 5 3 0 0 3 5 5 57.14% 69.64% 82.14% 
42 5 3 0 0 3 6 6 53.57% 69.64% 82.14% 
43 5 3 0 0 3 7 7 53.57% 69.64% 82.14% 
44 5 3 0 0 3 2 4 53.57% 73.21% 80.36% 
45 5 3 0 0 3 3 5 57.14% 71.43% 82.14% 
46 5 3 0 0 3 2 6 53.57% 73.21% 80.36% 
47 5 3 0 0 3 3 6 57.14% 71.43% 82.14% 
48 5 3 0 0 3 0 4 58.93% 71.43% 78.57% 
49 5 3 0 0 3 1 4 51.79% 73.21% 78.E)7% 
50 5 3 0 0 3 4 2 53.57% 71.43% 83.93% 
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APPENDIX E. 

Table of results of tests performed using LM4. 

In tests 1-24 the following parameters were fixed: BOUND=5, MAXSHIFT=O. 

The following parameters were fixed for the non-boundary vectors only: CMS=3, HOPS=O, 
ADT=3, DDT=3, SDT=5. 

Tests 1-23 were performed only on the subset of 25 latents that included at least one 
boundary vector. Tests 24, 25, 30-42 were performed on the whole latent set. Tests 26-29 
used the subset of latents that contained no boundary vectors. 

Tests 1-23 used the original 59 file prints and tests 24-42 used the expanded set of 100 file 
prints. 

No. Parameters Performance 

eMS HOPS ADT DDT SDT MRI MR3 MR10 

1 1 1 6 4 8 44.00% 72.00% 84.00% 
2 3 1 6 4 8 52.00% 72.00% 88.00% 
3 3 0 6 4 8 56.00% 68.00% 80.00% 
4 2 0 6 4 8 56.00% 68.00% 80.00% 
5 1 0 6 4 8 52.00% 68.00% 76.00% 
6 0 0 6 4 8 48.00% 60.00% 80.00% 
7 -1 0 6 4 8 52.00% 60.00% 76.00% 
8 1 0 4 4 8 52.00% 60.00% 68.00% 
9 1 0 8 4 8 48.00% 64.00% 80.00% 

10 1 0 10 4 8 48.00% 60.00% 80.00% 
11 1 0 6 3 5 52.00% 68.00% 76.00% 
12 1 0 3 3 5 52.00% 60.00% 84.00% 
13 3 1 8 4 8 44.00% 68.00% 80.00% 
14 3 1 6 3 5 52.00% 68.00% 88.00% 
15 3 1 3 3 5 60.00% 68.00% 80.00% 
16 3 1 6 4 6 52.00% 72.00% 88.00% 
17 3 1 4 4 4 52.00% 68.00% 84.00% 
18 3 1 5 3 5 48.00% 64.00% 80.00% 
19 3 1 3 3 3 56.00% 68.00% 80.00% 
20 3 1 2 2 2 52.00% 68.00% 84.00% 
21 3 1 2 2 4 56.00% 68.00% 84.00% 
22 3 1 2 3 4 52.00% 68.00% 84.00% 
23 3 1 3 2 3 56.00% 68.00% 80.00% 
24 3 1 3 3 5 48.21% 67.86% 80.36% 
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Appendix E continued. 

In tests 25-42 the following parameter was fixed: BOUND=5. 

The following parameters were fixed for the boundary vectors only: CMS=3, HOPS=I, 
ADT=3, DDT=3, SDT=5. 

Tests 25, 30-42 were on the complete set of 56 latents and the 100 file prints. Tests 26-29 
were on the subset of lctents that contained no boundary vectors and the 100 file prints. 

No. Parameters Performance 

eMS HOPS MAXSHIFT ADT DDT SDT MRI MR3 MRlO 

25 3 0 0 2 1 4 44.64% 71..43% 80.36% 
26 3 0 0 3 3 5 50.00% 76.67% 83.33% 
27 1 0 0 3 1 2 54.84% 74.19% 80.65% 
28 3 0 0 2 1 2 54.84% 77.42% 80.65% 
29 0 0 0 2 1 2 38.71% 54.84% 67.74% 
30 3 0 0 2 1 2 51.79% 71.43% 80.36% 
31 2 0 0 2 1 2 55.36% 71.43% 80.36% 
32 4 0 0 2 1 2 51.79% 73.21% 82.14% 
33 3 0 0 2 2 2 50.00% 71.43% 82.14% 
34 3 0 0 1 1 1 48.21% 62.50% 82.14% 
35 3 0 0 2 1 1 51.79% 73.21% 80.36% 
36 3 0 0 3 1 3 51.79% 67.86% 80.36% 
37 3 0 0 2 1 3 51.79% 69.64% 80.36% 
38 3 1 1 2 1 2 58.93% 67.86% 83.93% 
39 3 1 1 4 2 2 53.57% 66.07% 80.36% 
40 3 1 1 2 1 4 51.79% 69.64% 80.36% 
41 3 1 1 2 1 2 53.57% 67.86% 83.95% 
42 2 1 1 2 1 1 58.93% 67.86% 85.71% 
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APPENDIX F. 

Table of results of tests performed using LM5. 

The following parameters were fixed in these tests: BOUND=5, HOPS=O, MAXSHIFT=O, 
MDT=I, PDT=lO, DEPTH=5. 

No. Parameters Performance 

CMS MAT CUTOFF SPAN MRI MR3 MRlO 

1 3 20 20 30 71.43% 78.57% 83.93% 

2 3 20 5 30 75.00% 76.79% 80.36% 

3 3 20 15 30 80.36% 82.14% 85.71% 

4 3 20 13 10 78.57% 80.36% 85.71% 

5 1 90 15 10 69.64% 80.36% 82.14% 

6 3 20 15 10 80.36% 82.14% 85.71% 
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